At the Frontline of Defense—Ending Attacks

Security teams of all sizes and maturity levels are struggling with the volume of cyber attacks, disparate tools, and often too few staff to address the workload. Cybereason MDR - powered by the Cybereason Defense Platform and operated by battle-tested defenders - is here to help you solve the key challenges faced by your security team. Cybereason MDR allows your team to focus on what matters most without incurring additional overhead costs to protect your organization.

Best Response—Every Time

Cybereason MDR handles a broad array of threats across all endpoints, only escalating the most important threats to your team. Our expert analysts operate as one unit, armed with industry-leading technology to prevent, detect, hunt, and respond to threats 24x7x365. From real-time root cause analysis to automated compromise containment, Cybereason’s team works to reverse the adversary advantage. Cybereason MDR prevents attackers from taking advantage of and obtaining access to the enterprise network, systems, and most importantly your data.

Cybereason understands business continuity is critical to your continued growth and success, and we are ready to help manage security operations with your team, or as extension of your security team. We are not your typical tactical closed box managed service, but one that partners with our clients to foster trust and transparency, to grow and mature your security program, and actively reduce the risk of breach.

Automate the Hunt & End Attacks

Cybereason MDR stays ahead of the adversary by eliminating blind spots traditional technologies and security teams miss. The Cybereason Defense Platform automatically handles traditional hunting with MITRE ATT&CK alignment so our team can then spot unique, sophisticated threats. This reduces the time to remediate and uncovers more dangerous threats.
Another vendor’s proactive hunting is simply Cybereason tech applying automated offensive threat hunting techniques. With Cybereason MDR, our Defenders are an extension of your team, regardless of size, maturity, or task-at-hand, hunting at unprecedented speed and scale.

**Battle-tested Defenders Standing By**

Cybereason brings a wealth of knowledge and proven expertise into your daily operations. The Cybereason Defenders, backed by the world-renowned Cybereason Nocturnus research team, brings an offensive-security mindset and access to the knowledge, tools and resources built on decades of experience. With access to threat hunters around-the-clock, you are empowered to outmaneuver sophisticated adversaries that leverage malware, spyware, and ransomware, as well as more advanced attacker techniques.

While protecting our customers is our first priority, instilling confidence in security management and inspiring security operation teams to mature their program is key to the partnerships we enjoy with our clients. Powered by the Cybereason Defense Platform, Cybereason Defenders are equipped to contain, eliminate, and root out threats across your on-premises, remote, and cloud-operated environments.

**Accelerate Security Analytics. The Cybereason Way.**

Not all managed detection and response solutions are created equal. Getting MDR right requires a combination of advanced technology built on a powerful security analytics platform with response-driven automated processes and the right security expertise. Together, we help you shift your cybersecurity program to proactive threat detection and response while minimizing your security risk.

- **At a scale of 8 million automated hunting queries per second**, the Cybereason Defense Platform gives a true real-time view of both your environment and the attacker timeline. This is how the Cybereason MDR Defenders are able to take immediate action against threats in a single action.
- **In the Cybereason Defense Platform, disparate attacker activities are automatically joined to form a complete compromise campaign timeline**, resulting in a single malicious operation—a Malop™. This gives all the context you need across all steps of the attack lifecycle to contain and remediate, which is why our team is able to complete analysis, triage, and tactical remediation recommendations in an average of 35 minutes.
- **Reduce IT complexity via a single lightweight agent with a do-no-harm approach** to your endpoints or the network.
- **Accelerate remediation by orchestrating response actions automatically across all endpoints. Our team works on your behalf** to immediately stop the spread of infection and prevent further security risk.
Incident Response Ready

When seconds matter, you want to move fast. Cybereason MDR includes a pre-negotiated Incident Response Retainer to establish terms which help to speed response time and limit compromises from enterprise-wide spread.

- Our team, armed with the latest technology and top tier real-life experience, can instantly pivot and surgically respond to an active attacker and remediate.
- Our technology, equipped with cutting edge analytics and extensive data retention, provides you with access to underlying platform for a faster and easier compromise investigation and if necessary, a thorough audit to address security and compliance requirements.

Tailored for Your Organization. Uplevel Your Team.

Cybereason MDR enables your team, however advanced, to deal with the increasing workload and threat volume. We help your team shift from reactive monitoring to proactive security operations. Leverage the Cybereason Defenders based upon your specific requirements, from tier 1 malware and forensics experts to incident responders standing by to aid in co-managed remediation, collaboration on hunts, or even complete response to active threats.

Cybereason MDR’s 500+ global customers benefit from our around the clock, follow-the-sun model, with 24x7x365 support. We stand ready to detect, prevent, investigate and act against threats, from known malware to advanced or unknown threats, all working to protect your organization and improve your organization’s security posture.

About Cybereason

Cybereason is the champion for today’s cyber defenders with future-ready attack protection that extends from the endpoint, to the enterprise, to everywhere. The Cybereason Defense Platform combines the industry's top-rated detection and response (EDR and XDR), next-gen anti-virus (NGAV), and proactive threat hunting to deliver context-rich analysis of every element of a malicious operation (Malop). The result: defenders can end cyber attacks from endpoints to everywhere.

“Cybereason has the strategy, expertise, and technology to analyze and defend organizations by preventing and containing threats... from ransomware to large nation-state scale data breaches.”
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